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Editorial Policies
PLANT DISEASE is an official monthly publication of The American Phytopathological Society. This international journal of applied plant pathology publishes original research articles, reports of new diseases and epidemics, and feature articles on needs, approaches, and accomplishments. Research articles acceptable for publication in PLANT DISEASE report findings that are repeatable, either through repetition of experiments or through continuity with other findings, or, for long-term experiments, findings that are consistent over a period of years. Authors preparing manuscripts should follow the Instructions to Authors published in the January issue. All opinions, editorials, and papers published in PLANT DISEASE reflect the views of the authors and are not necessarily the views of the Society or of the institutions with which the authors are affiliated. The editors reserve the right to reject or accept letters for publication and to edit letters for clarity and conciseness.

Submission of manuscripts: For Research, New Diseases and Epidemics, Special Reports, editorials, and letters, submit the original with publication-quality figures to the Editor-in-Chief and send two copies with review-quality figures to: Editorial Office, PLANT DISEASE, The American Phytopathological Society, 3340 Pilot Knob Road, St. Paul, MN 55121-2097. For Features, Disease Notes, and Spotlight on Diagnosis, see the Instructions to Authors in the January issue. Submission implies nonsubmission elsewhere and, if the manuscript is accepted, no publication elsewhere in the same form without consent. Manuscripts from nonmembers as well as from members of the Society will be considered for publication.

Page charges: Because of the high cost of publishing articles in PLANT DISEASE, payment of page charges is mandatory. Page charges are subject to change and will not be finalized until the author receives galley proofs. Current charges are $80 per printed page for members of The American Phytopathological Society and $130 per printed page for nonmembers, plus $15 per halftone or composite illustration. Color charges are $1,300 for the first figure on the first page, $600 for the first figure on each additional page, and $200 for each additional figure on a page. Manuscripts not submitted for final processing on computer diskette are subject to a $50 per article surcharge to cover the costs of copy input. The charge for Disease Notes is $50 for Society members and $80 for nonmembers. The author is billed after the article is printed in the journal.

Journals on-line: The American Phytopathological Society provides up-to-date information on-line about articles published in its three journals, MOLECULAR PLANT-MICROBE INTERACTIONS, PLANT DISEASE, and PHYTOPATHOLOGY. On-line access is via APSnet, an Internet server located on the World Wide Web at URL address http://www.scisoc.org/. Current offerings include tables of contents of recent issues, abstracts of articles, and listings of recently accepted but not yet published manuscripts. In 1995, on-line publication of the PLANT DISEASE section "Disease Notes" constitutes first publication, with notes subsequently reprinted in the paper journal. Future plans call for publication of full-text research articles on-line as well.

Separates: No free copies are supplied. Reprints are available to authors at nominal cost; an order form provided with the proof must be returned with the proof.

Use of material: PLANT DISEASE is copyrighted, and anyone wishing to use data or illustrations appearing in this journal in another publication must obtain permission from The American Phytopathological Society and the author(s) of the paper and provide a line crediting PLANT DISEASE as the source.

Authorization to photocopy copyrighted material for internal or personal use, or the internal or personal use of specific clients, is granted by The American Phytopathological Society for libraries and other users registered with the Copyright Clearance Center (CCC) Transactional Reporting Service, provided that the base fee of $3.00 per copy of an article is paid directly to CCC, 27 Congress St., Salem, MA 01970; telephone: 508/744-3350, 0191-2917/95 $3.00 +.00